Maximizing Content
Marketing ROI:
A Guide To Making DataInformed Content Decisions

Introduction
As a marketer, you know intuitively that content creation and
distribution is one of the most powerful capabilities a company can
have.
Great content – whether it’s blog posts, video, long form articles,
social postings, or any other format – gets engaged with and shared
at significantly higher rates than digital advertising. For many
brands, generating high performing content that can be accelerated
with effective distribution can be the secret between exponential
growth and being an also-ran.
But despite how much time and money has been invested in content
creation and distribution, there remains an unresolved challenge for
marketers. How can you prove content is actually working? And
how can you understand it and improve it at scale?
That’s what this guide is about – how to build the capability to close
the content feedback loop and fully understand where your time and
content budget is getting results.
Taking four critical steps outlined below – Unifying your data,
Normalizing and enriching it with predictive analytics, Analyzing it
for insights, and then Optimizing creation and distribution – will help
you dramatically optimize your content across the board and make it
dead simple to prove its value.
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The Big Problem:
The Content Feedback Loop is Broken
For many brands, content is now the atomic unit of marketing. The
digital world has changed dramatically over the last few years – new
formats like paid native content, content amplification channels like
Taboola and Outbrain, and social networks turned ad platforms like
Facebook and LinkedIn – have exponentially increased the surface
area for marketers to engage with customers.

“But despite how much
time and money has
been invested in content
creation, there remains
an unresolved challenge
for marketers. How can
you prove content is
actually working? And
how can you understand
your content better and
improve it at scale?”
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Brands both large and small have reacted by becoming massive
publishers of written content and video. But this content is highly
fragmented across different creators (your content team, agencies,
publishers, partners), locations (your website site, third-party
publishers, ad networks, etc), and formats (30 second videos, blog
posts, whitepapers, etc).
And as customers engage with your content, there’s no standard
way to normalize this data (e.g. understand the sum of a Facebook
video view plus a 1 minute article read), which means you can’t build
predictive analytics or scores on it, let alone analyze for insights.
This leaves a huge gap in understanding how to create better
performing content or distribute it more effectively.
The most successful marketers today are able to make content,
distribute it, and then measure and improve on it. Mastering the
full feedback loop of the content process is where brands will see
massive ROI from content. Most importantly, mastering this process
will ensure content is not just a passing marketing trend – it proves
content, and the team responsible for it, is the most valuable asset a
company has to grow brand awareness and revenue.
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The Questions Remain:
How do you prove it?
Back to those two questions we mentioned in the introduction:
How can you prove content is actually working? And how can you
understand your content better and improve it at scale?
Right now, in most companies, reporting on content is disparate
and ad-hoc. Here are just a few things marketers are doing to
understand content performance:
•
•
•

Mashing up multiple CSV exports for franken-reports
Begging for engineer or data science assistance to build even the
most basic of analysis models or integrations
Relying on meaningless “vanity metrics” of shares and
engagement per platform, based on each platform’s definition of
success

Unfortunately, none of these options get marketers the overall
insight they need to prove content is working. Knowing how to
systematically understand and optimize content engagement
behavior across different locations, formats, and channels at scale
will be the key to success for marketers and for brands.

“Taking four critical steps outlined below – Unifying your data,
Normalizing and Enriching it with predictive analytics, Analyzing it for
insights, and then Optimizing creation and distribution – will help you
dramatically optimize your content across the board and make it dead
simple to prove its value.”
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The Solution:
Creating A System of Record For Content Data
An emerging approach for leading brands is creating a System of
Record for their content data, a solution category often referred to as
a Content Data Platform (CDP). A CDP is a platform that unifies all
content data in one place, adds in predictive analytics, and provides
a web-based analysis interface for marketers to get answers to
questions. With a CDP, marketing teams analyze each piece of
content – or an entire campaign – in both real time and relative to
historical trends. The insights generated then let them adjust their
content strategies and maximize the impact of their spend. There
are several key steps to building your own CDP or leveraging an
existing solution.

Step 1: Unify Your Content Data
The fragmented content ecosystem makes collecting data a huge
challenge. Content data flows from a complicated mix of producers,
distributors, publishers, and channels.
The content itself comes from a network of sources that changes
with every campaign. In-house talent, outside agencies, and even a
brand’s own customers produce content across multiple channels
and platforms, and it’s consumed across a variety of different
devices.
Also, a single piece of content may take on different formats during
a campaign, with each platform having different requirements such
as different length and resolution of video. Those variations can
dramatically complicate the picture.
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Unlike display or search advertising, content goes far beyond in
the richness of the data it produces. How long did the customers
watch that video? How deep into an article did they read? Did that
engagement generate a lead? A purchase? What was the main topic
of the article? What were the secondary topics?
Collecting all this data is an enormous challenge, but an absolute
requirement for the modern marketer. If you build this capability inhouse, there are three things that must be done:
1. First, you’ll need to instrument customized tracking on all your
owned sites to track all the basic content engagement metrics
on a per article level you need, like time on page, scroll depth,
and channel parameters, and ensure every article is tagged with
metadata like topics and content type, all in a comprehensive
data model - simply using a web analytics tool that is page-view
centric is inadequate for the richness of content data.
2. Then, you’ll need to get all your native content publishing
partners to use that system (if possible), and map it 1-to-1 to
your in-house data model.
3. Then, you’ll need to integrate all the APIs from your social
channels like Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and Youtube as well as
your paid distribution channels like Taboola and Outbrain.
That is a lot of time and resources for your brand’s own website, let
alone getting outside publishers and platforms to cooperate - just to
get the data flowing all to one place.
However, you have another option – utilizing a third-party Content
Data Platform. SimpleReach’s Content Data Platform already has
relationships with the vast majority of major content publishers and
content management systems, as well as API integrations with all
major third-party social and content distribution platforms.
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A third-party CDP thus provides a ready-to-go infrastructure for
collecting data across the fragmented content ecosystem. That
gives brands access to a wealth of engagement metrics that could
never develop on their own.

Step 2: Normalize, Enrich, and Create
A Single Source of Truth
Integrating the data flow is only the first step. Combining raw data
streams from many different data sources without processing them
first like is adding apples and oranges. To make the data relevant,
your CDP has to normalize these raw data streams.
To build your own methodology in-house, you’ll need to create a
taxonomy of tags and metadata, and create custom calculations on
aggregations by content type, platform, channel, and other variables.
End-to-end CDPs like SimpleReach often go a step further. Typically,
these systems let brands define their own taxonomies. That means
marketing teams are not getting cookie-cutter snapshots of the
data, and the CDP can structure content performance the way the
brand looks at content performance.

“A third-party CDP thus provides a ready-to-go
infrastructure for collecting data across the fragmented
content ecosystem. That gives brands access to a
wealth of engagement metrics that could never
develop on their own.”
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The real power of a complete CDP is creating derived, predictive
variables on top of the content data. Just like most marketers have
implemented lead scoring for predicting the leads most likely to
convert, a good CDP creates a variety of predictive variables that
can be used to understand what types of topics work best for which
audiences, which content to accelerate with paid amplification, and
what content is likely to lead to downstream conversions. Most
importantly, a good CDP will include benchmarks for these metrics
across industries and content types, a critical input for marketers
trying to contextualize their content’s performance.
However, it may take an individual company months or years to
collect enough data to build up those predictive variables and
benchmarks. A CDP like SimpleReach will have much more data
flowing through its systems every day, with data science teams
adding new models regularly and algorithms updating in real-time.
Unifying and normalizing content data provides a single source
of truth with predictive power. The common frame of reference
lets marketers understand exactly how content performs when
analyzing outcomes from multiple platforms. Mapping that content
performance downstream to high value actions like lead generation
and purchases helps demonstrate the value of content even further.
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Step 3: Analyze for Performance
Across The Right Dimensions
Large brands can generate trillions of engagement events across
hundreds of platforms. If you’re handling this in-house, after you’ve
unified and normalized all your data, it will need to be piped to a
powerful analytics system designed for this type of data volume and
unique structure. You’ll need to create dashboards that represent
your custom content data model, as well as conversions and
purchase impacts, as well as show all your predictive models in a
way you can drill down and analyze.
Using a complete CDP that is designed for this volume and shape
of data can make crunching those numbers much easier, versus
building your own customized BI capabilities and data warehouse.

“A Content Data Platform lets marketing teams apply these insights to optimize contentbased campaigns. The sooner they can separate winning content from the rest, the sooner
they can boost results.”
A CDP’s built-in normalization capabilities and integrations can
place content performance in context. For example, SimpleReach
algorithms generate a Predictive Score for each content item. This
forecasts the content item’s social media traffic over the next several
hours to enable actionable decisions to amplify this content.
Of course, there will always be scenarios that built-in dashboards
cannot handle, or cases where a team wants to do a new type of
complex analysis. A quality CDP will be flexible enough to slice and
dice content data to handle almost all of these cases.
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An important caveat is that due to the multi-dimensional nature
of the data, you won’t be able to use an off the shelf, web-based
solution like Google Analytics or Adobe Omniture for analysis, even
if you were somehow able to pipe publisher data and social data
into it. Solutions that are designed for clickstream data and page
views simply don’t have the capability to either capture or analyze
complex engagement data across dimensions like engagement and
topics, or create predictive scores and algorithms.

Step 4: Push Insights Into Your
Creation & Distribution Workflow
In content, there are two fundamental workflows – creation and
distribution – and content data has a critical role in both.
On the creation side, insights from your content data should help
inform which topics to cover, what formats are optimal, and which
audiences to target.
On the distribution side, content data should inform which content
and channels are working for target audiences.
Everyone takes pride in each video, infographic, and blog post they
develop. But the reality is that only a few of those content items will
drive most of a campaign’s performance. The faster a marketing
team identifies the winners and losers, the faster they can react.
A Content Data Platform lets marketing teams apply these insights
to optimize content-based campaigns. The sooner they can separate
winning content from the rest, the sooner they can boost results.
SimpleReach, for example, enables each team member to define
their own alerts. Each user defines a performance threshold for
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a site, campaign, or dashboard, and an email arrives whenever a
content item’s performance passes that threshold.
The true holy grail is to integrate the full lifecycle of content data
analysis into real-time content amplification, ad targeting, and
retargeting. This means that content engagement data needs to be
sent downstream to your Data Management Platform.
To get this capability, you’ll have to build custom integrations, or
use a CDP like SimpleReach which is easily synced with most major
DMPs.
Put all together, brands using a CDP combine rich data, actionable
insights, and automation to get results. They react early and often
as their campaigns unfold. They adjust targeting and retargeting
efforts sooner. They amplify stronger content and cut their losses on
weaker content.

Conclusion
Brands investing in content need a better way to measure
engagement, generate accurate insights, and maximize their content
marketing strategies. As a marketer, you should now have an idea of
the data and process you will need to implement to prove content
is working, and the importance of understanding your content’s
metrics and improving it at scale.
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